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Abstract 
We used quantitative genetic arzalyses to test the hypothesis of a trade-off between 
locomotor speed azzd erzdurance in a population of the European lizard Lacerta 
vivipara, which is the subject of long-term demographic studies. We estimated the 
heritability of maximal sprirzt speed, treadmill endurance, and tail length, a 
morphometric trait that may afect locomotor performance, as well asphenotypic, 
genetic, and erzvironmerztal correlatiorzs between these traits. Gravid females 
were captured in the field arzd held in the laboratory under standardized condi- 
tions until giving birth; traits were then measured on their offspring. Prior to ge- 
netic analyses, we used multiple regressions to remove the effects of such covari- 
ates as body size (mass and snout-vent length), dam age, and length of time 
dams were held in captivity prior to parturition. When we examined the residual 
characters, heritability was low and statistically nonsignz~kant for speed but rel- 
atively high for both endurance (0.46) and tail length (0.51). None of thepheno- 
typic, genetic, or erzziironmental correlations between traits was statistically sig- 
nijica~zt. Thus, we found no evidence for a trade-off between speed and 
endurance; these results are consistent with those reported in two previous stud- 
ies of squamate reptiles (the garter snake Thamnophis sirtalis and the fence liz- 
ard Sceloporus occidentalis). The lack of a 7zegatiz)e genetic correlation between 
speed and erzdurarzce suggests that these aspects of locomotor abilities are rela- 
tiz~elj, free to evolve independently, such that natural selection could irzcrease 
both speed and endurance. However, the species studied to date have low to 
moderate capacities for speed and endurance, as compared with other squa- 
mates. Phj~siologically based trade-offs-for example, those caused by the compo- 
sition of muscle$ber types-should be more likely to exist in species that have 
high capacities for speed and/or endurance. 
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Introduction 

Natural selection leading to adaptation is widely acknowledged as a major 
cause, probably the major cause, of evolutionary change at the phenotypic 
level. Yet natural selection is not omnipotent. Instead, "constraints" or 
"trade-offs" may, in part, determine the course of evolution. Many discus- 
sions of the importance of constraints and trade-offs are available. In a recent 
treatise on life-history evolution, for example, Roff (1992, p. 9) states that 
"no creature can do all things: it is bound by constraints of its genetic ar- 
chitecture, its history, biophysical and biomechanical factors, and its life- 
style." 

Examples of constraints are well known to ecological and evolutionary 
physiologists. Patterns of bioenergetic allocation provide some of the rnost 
obvious examples. Energy available from foraging, digestion, and assimi- 
lation can be allocated among such conflicting demands as maintenance, 
storage, growth, and reproduction. If the total amount of available energy 
is limited, then increasing allocation to one of these components will ne- 
cessitate decreasing allocation to one or more of the others (see, e.g., Sibly 
and Calow 1986; Calow 1987). In general, this energetic trade-off should 
constrain the joint evolution of such energy-related traits as resting metabolic 
rates, growth rates, and reproductive output. 

Constraints on adaptive phenotypic evolution can be studied in many 
different ways (see, e.g., references in Rose, Service, and Hutchinson [1987], 
Arnold [1992], Roff [1992], Sih [1992], Stearns [1992], Garland and Carter 
[1794], Moore and Boake [1994], Orzack and Sober [1994], and Wainwright 
and Reilly 1994). Optimality models, for examples, can be used to predict 
the phenotype that should yield highest fitness. Interspecific comparative 
studies, on the other hand, can indicate which phenotypes have actually 
evolved, and whether they are associated with the predicted (from adap- 
tationist arguments) environmental features (Harvey and Page1 [1991], Gar- 
land and Adolph [1994, and references therein]; but see Leroi, Rose, and 
Lauder [1994]). 

Quantitative genetic analyses provide another set of tools for studying 
evolutionary constraints and trade-offs (Arnold 1987, 1992; Falconer 1989; 
Brodie and Garland 1993; Boake 1994). In contrast to interspecific studies, 
which indicate how a character has evolved in the past, quantitative ge-  
netic studies indicate how a character could evolve in the future. The 
field of quantitative genetics begins with the premise that aspects of the 
phenotype are determined by both genetic and environmental effects, 
and that it is possible to partition (in a statistical sense) variation among 
individuals within a population into genetic and environmental corn- 
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ponents (components reflecting genotype-by-environment interactions 
can also be estimated). These genetic and environmental components 
can be further partitioned into components representing, for example, 
additive, dominance, and epistatic (interactions across loci) effects of 
genes, pre- and postnatal maternal effects, and effects of other environ- 
mental factors, such as variation in temperature during development and 
growth. Through their emphases on partitioning phenotypic variances 
and covariances into genetic and environmental components, quantitative 
genetic methods are also well suited to addressing questions about the 
correlated evolution of two or more phenotypic traits. Correlated evo- 
lution, either positive or negative, is a primary manifestation of constraints 
and trade-offs. 

Quantitative genetics can be both descriptive and predictive. For example, 
the equation used to describe the predicted change in the phenotypic mean 
value of a single quantitative character across one generation is 

where R is the response to selection (i.e., genetic evolutiotl), b2 is the 
narrow-sense heritability (ratio of additive genetic to total phenotypic vari- 
ation), and s is the selection differential (the difference in the phenotypic 
mean of the entire population before selection and the subset actually se- 
lected to breed). Natural selection, however, does not act on single traits, 
but rather on multiple traits simultaneously. The usual equation for pre- 
dicting the response to selection (either natural or artificial) of the means 
of multiple traits is 

where Z is the vector of predicted responses to selection for the phenotypic 
mean of a series of characters, G is the additive genetic variance-covariance 
matrix, P is the phenotypic variance-covariance matrix, and s is the vector 
of selection differentials for each of the series of traits (Lande 1979; Lande 
and Arnold 1983; Arnold 1987; Brodie and Garland 1993; Boake 1994). An 
alternative formulation of this equation is 

AZ = G b ,  ( 3 )  

where b is the vector of partial regression coefficients of relative fitness on 
all characters in the analysis. Consideratioll of either of the foregoing mul- 
tivariate equations indicates that the mean values of phenotypic characters 
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will evolve not only because of selection acting directly on them but also 
because of selection acting on correlated traits. 

Measurement of genetic correlations is one way to evidence the potential 
for trade-offs and constraints among characters (Arnold 1987, 1992; Garland 
1988,1994 b; Rose 1991; Roff 1992; Stearns 1992; Brodie and Garland 1993). 

Estimation of genetic correlations can also be used to test a priori hy- 
potheses. For instance, physiological considerations led Garland (1988) to 
the expectation of a negative correlation between locomotor speed and 
endurance. The biophysical and biomechanical properties of vertebrate 
skeletal muscles differ between "fast-twitch" and "slow-twitch" fiber types 
(Gleeson and Harrison 1986; Esbjornsson et al. 1993; Rivero et al. 1993). 
In overly simple terms, fast-twitch fibers should enhance speed, as they 
have relatively rapid contraction rates. However, fast-twitch fibers are also 
less resistant to fatigue than are slow-twitch fibers, which can only contract 
less rapidly. Indeed, the proportion of muscle fiber types has been shown 
to predict endurance capacity in horses (Rivero et al. 1993), and anaerobic 
performance is correlated with the proportion of fast contractile skeletal 
muscle fibers in humans (Esbjornsson et al. 1993). Thus, one might expect 
individuals with a high proportion of fast-twitch fibers to have maximal 
sprint running speeds but relatively low endurance, whereas individuals 
with a high proportion of slow-twitch fibers should have high endurance 
and low speed (Esbjornsson et al. [I9931 and references therein; Rivero et 
al. [I9931 and references therein). To the extent that the proportion of fiber 
types is a genetically determined trait (Bouchard and Malina [1983a, 1983bI; 
Bouchard and Lortie [1984]; Nakamura et al. [I9931 and references therein), 
one should expect a negative genetic correlation between speed and en- 
durance. 

Contrary to the predictions outlined in the preceding paragraph, previous 
studies of two species of garter snake (Thamnophis: Garland 1988, 19946; 
Brodie 1989, 1993; Brodie and Garland 1993) and of a fence lizard (Sce- 
loporus occidentalis: Tsuji et al. 1989) found no evidence for a negative 
genetic correlation between locomotor speed and endurance. Although no 
comparable data are yet available for mammals, an interspecific comparative 
study also found no evidence for a negative correlation between maximal 
sprint running speed and maximal aerobic speed, the latter being one index 
of stamina (Garland, Geiser, and Baudinette 1988). 

The simple connection of the composition of muscle fiber types with 
speed and endurance outlined above is not the only factor that could lead 
to a correlation, possibly a trade-off, between speed and endurance. Loco- 
motor mode, for example, might affect relationships between various aspects 
of locomotor abilities. Garter snakes are limbless and are active foragers, 
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whereas fence lizards are sit-and-wait foragers, which typically employ short 
sprints to capture insect prey and to escape from predators. Many other 
locomotor and foraging modes are represented within extant squamate rep- 
tiles (references in Garland and Losos [1994]). Before concluding that a 
lack of negative genetic correlation between locomotor speed and endurance 
is a general feature of squamate locomotion, it is important to obtain data 
from representative species exhibiting other modes of locomotion. 

The aim of the present study was, therefore, to test the hypothesis of a 
genetic trade-off between speed and endurance in a species of lacertid lizard, 
Lacerta r~izlipara, as well as between locomotor performances and one pos- 
sible morphometric determinant of these traits, tail length (Tsuji et al. [1989]; 
references in Garland and Losos [1994]). Lacertid lizards are only distantly 
related to fence lizards and other iguanine lizards; ancestors of these two 
lineages diverged about 190 million yr ago (systematic and paleontological 
references in Garland [1994a]). Like most other lacertid lizards, L. uiu2;bara 
is an active forager (references in Vitt and Pianka [1994]), whereas S. occi- 
devztalis (Tsuji et al. 1989) is a sit-and-wait forager. As well, its mode of 
locomotion is fairly different from that of either S. occidentalis or garter 
snakes. 

Material and Methods 

In July 1993, we captured 107 gravid female Lacerta vivzpara at a study site 
in southern France (Mont LozGre, 44'30' N, 3O45' E) .  This population has 
been the subject of a long-term study since 1986, so all of the females were 
known individuals with unique toe clips (Clobert et al. 1994). At capture, 
we recorded snout-vent length (SVL), total length, and body mass. Dams 
were then maintained in a laboratory at the field site under standardized 
co~lditions until they gave birth (average rearing duration mean k SD = 26.4 
2 6.42 d,  range 5-37). Females were housed in plastic terraria with damp 
soil, a shelter constructed from one-half of a plastic drinking cup, and water 
ad lib. They were exposed to a natural photoperiod and to incandescent 
lamps for heat for 6 11 per day. During this period, each dam was fed at one 
of three different rates (because they were also part of another experiment): 
one Pjlralis farinalis (Lepidoptera) larva per day, one per week, or one per 
2 wk. This difference in feeding rate had the potential to cause differences 
among dams, which would in turn affect their offspring, that is, an environ- 
mental maternal effect. Such differences among dams would inflate estimates 
of b%alld of genetic correlatio~ls, which in the present study are based on 
partitioning variance within and among families of full siblings. Correlations 
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of offspring phenotypes with feeding rate were therefore removed statisti- 
cally prior to estimation of quantitative genetic parameters (see below). 

Terraria were checked twice daily for birth. Each postpartum dam was 
weighed and then released at her capture site. Any hatchlings were measured 
(SVL, total length; tail length was determined by subtraction), weighed, and 
marked by toe clipping within 1 d of birth. Because of the small size of 
limbs at birth (cf. Tsuji et al. 1989), we could not measure leg length without 
harming hatchlings. Offspring sex was determined by counting the number 
of ventral scales, from photographs of each hatchling (Lecomte, Clobert, 
and Massot 1992). When 5 d old, juveniles were also released at the capture 
site of their mothers. 

Measurement of Locomotor Performance 

Sprint Speed. At 2 d of age, we measured maximal sprint speed of the off- 
spring using standard techniques (see, e.g., Garland 1985; Huey et al. 1990). 
Lizards were chased along a racetrack equipped with photoreceptors at 0.10- 
m intervals. The racetrack was 1 . I  m long, 0.05 m wide, and 0.15 m high, 
and had a cork substrate; for structural reason the racetrack had two small 
(1.5 cm width) wooden bars connecting the walls at their tops. Individuals 
were placed in front of the ,first photoreceptor, induced to run at apparently 
top speed by tapping their tails with a small stick (diameter 3 mm), and 
stimulated each time their speed slowed (range = 0-13 stimuli, mean k SD 

= 4.2 +_ 1.83, were required to chase individuals along the entire length of 
the track; see next paragraph). Each individual was raced twice in 1 d,  with 
at least a 1-h rest between trials. We considered maximal speed as the fastest 
0.2-m interval attained during either trial (Tsuji et al. 1989). One person 
conducted all speed trials. All trials were performed at 30°C, which is near 
the mean body temperature of L. vivipara when active in the field (Van 
Damme, Bauwens, and Verheyen 1990) but about 4°C below the optimal 
temperature for sprint performance of adult L. vivipara from a Belgian pop- 
ulation (Bauwens et al., in press). 

Sprint speed is generally considered to represent an organismal trait that 
integrates morphology, physiology, and potentially behavior (reviews in 
Garland [1994a, 199461; Garland and Losos [1994]). We were primarily in- 
terested in variation in apparent maximal sprint running speed as an indicator 
of underlying morphological and physiological factors. Therefore, in an 
attempt to reduce the effects of possible variation in inclination to run, we 
recorded the number of stimuli needed to induce each lizard to run the 
entire length of the racetrack and used this number as a covariate in statistical 
analyses (see below). 
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Endurance. Endurance was also measured according to standard techniques 
(Garland [1984, 1988,1994a, 1994 b]; references in Garland and Losos [1994]) 
by running lizards on a motorized treadmill with a rubberized belt moving 
at a low speed (0.15 km/h). Lizards were placed on the treadmill and mo- 
tivated to walk by light tapping on the tail with a small paint brush (bristle 
area about 10 mm wide). Endurance was measured as the time until the 
individuals did not maintain belt speed in response to 10 consecutive taps 
given at a rate of 2-3 taps/s (Garland 1984, 1988, 1994a); these final taps 
were delivered with an index finger. We performed one trial on each of 2 
consecutive days (days 3 and 4), and we used the longer trial as an indicator 
of maximum endurance capacity. One person conducted all endurance trials. 

Data Analysis 

Sprint speed and tail length were approximately normally distributed and 
were not transformed prior to statistical analyses. Endurance was positively 
skewed (as is commonly found in studies of snakes, lizards, and house 
mice: see, e.g., Garland 1988; Tsuji et al. 1989; Huey et al. 1990; Friedman, 
Garland, and Dohm 1992) and leptokurtic; however, a double logarithmic 
transformation approximated normality. 

Quantitative genetic analyses were performed according to both the least- 
squares method (Falconer 1989) and restricted maximum likelihood (REML; 
Shaw 1987). The latter has several advantages over least-squares estimation; 
in particular, it provides reliable parameter estimates even with unbalanced 
designs and it allows statistical tests of significance of genetic correlations. 

Resemblances among sibling lizards may arise from the effects of shared 
genes, from genetic and nongenetic maternal effects, or from influences of 
a common environment after hatching. Maternal or postnatal common-en- 
vironment effects, if present, can inflate estimates of such quantitative genetic 
parameters as h2 and genetic correlations. In an attempt to reduce maternal 
effects, we performed a stepwise multiple regression analysis of each variable 
(sprint speed, log-log endurance, tail length) on a set of possible covariates 
(dam mass at capture, dam mass after parturition, litter size, dam age, dam 
SVL, number of days dams spent in captivity prior to parturition, dam feeding 
treatment [using two dummy variables to identify the three feeding treat- 
ments], squared z-transformed dam age, squared z-transformed rearing du- 
ration: table 1) and computed residuals for each model using only significant 
(P< 0.05) covariates, except in cases where some linear terms were forced 
into the model because the corresponding squared term was also significant. 
Body size is another factor that may affect both tail length and locomotor 
performance (larger individuals generally are both faster and have higher 
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TABLE 1 
Summary statistics of offspring and dam measurements 

Minimum- 
Mean SD Maximum N 

Offspring SVL (mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21.30 272 17-23 537 
Offspring body mass (g) . . . . . . . . . .  1 8 9  .021 .086-.244 539 
Dam SVL (mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  65.29 3.277 58-74 107 

. . . . . . . . .  Dam mass at capture (g) 5.27 .925 3.16-7.58 107 
Dam mass after parturition (g) . . . . .  3.06 ,543 1.19-4.52 106 
Dam age (yr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.87 1.282 2-10 107 
Litter size (no. of eggs) . . . . . . . . . .  5.67 1.344 3-10 107 

endurance: see, e.g., Garland [1984, 1985, 1988, 1994al; Tsuji et al. [1989]; 
review in Garland and Losos [1994]). As we were primarily interested in 
measures of locomotor performances that represented individual differences 
in size-independent performance ability, and as offspring size may also be 
affected by maternal and common-environment effects, we also included 
offspring SVL and offspring mass as potential covariates in the multiple 
regression analyses (see Sinervo and Huey [I9901 for an experimental study 
of size-independent performance). By removing the effects of size we may 
also have removed some genetic covariance between size and the dependent 
variable, for example, sprint speed, thus arriving at an underestimation of 
the magnitude of genetic effects on that trait (Garland 1988; Tsuji et 
al. 1989). 

Finally, for sprint speed, we used two different regression models. 111 the 
first one we used the same covariates as for endurance. In the second one 
we also included number of stimuli and squared z-transformed number of 
stimuli as covariates, in an attempt to control for effects of variation in in- 
clination to run. The residuals of the latter model should therefore corre- 
spond more to a "physiological" measure of speed. However, behavior, 
including responses to stimuli, can be seen as a "filter" between natural 
selection and performance (Garland 1994 b). In other words, natural selec- 
tion is likely to act on "realized" speed, the result of the interaction between 
the organismal physiological capacity and its particular behavior (cf. Bau- 
wens et al., in press). Thus, our measure of speed uncorrected for stimuli 
might be more "ecologically relevant." 
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All quantitative analyses were then performed on  the residuals of the 
stepwise regression. The residuals for each character were approximately 
normally distributed (fig. 1). 

For purposes of the present analyses, we assumed that all offspring of a 
female are full siblings. No data are actually available on  the L. uizlipara 
mating system; however, even in the presence of multiple paternity, esti- 

-0 19 -0.13 -0.07 -0.01 0.05 0 . 1  0.17 0.25 

Residuol Sprint Speed 

Residual Treodmill Endurance 

Residual Toil Length 

Fig. I .  Frequerzcy distribution of the residuals computed from multzBle 
regressions for speed (a), endurance (b), and tail length (c). These re- 
siduals were used for estimates of quantitative genetic parameters. 
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mates assuming all sibs to be full sibs are conservative, in the sense of 
underestimating genetic effects. Indeed, the presence of half-sib groups 
reduces the phenotypic resemblance among offspring within a family, given 
that their average relatedness is only 0.25, whereas full sibs share 50% of 
their genes on average, and h2s and genetic correlations estimated on full- 
sib analyses are the among-fidmily variance multiplied by the inverse of the 
relatedness within families. 

We compared variability of traits by computing approximate coefficients 
of variation (CVs; Garland 1984, 1988; Tsuji et al. 1989). These CVs were 
computed by regressing each log,,-transformed trait on any significant co- 
variates and computing the standard deviation of residuals (multiplied by 
2.3026 because traits were log,, rather than log, transformed). Heterogeneity 
of variances among families was tested by Levene's test (references in Gar- 
land [1988]; Tsuji et al. [1989]). All descriptive statistics, Pearson product- 
moment correlations, ANOVAs, and multiple regressions have been per- 
formed with SAS (SAS 1990) or SPSS/PC+ (Norusis 1988). 

Results 

Repeatability of Locomotor Performance 

A total of 513 and 275 individuals were tested for sprint speed and treadmill 
endurance, respectively. For logistical reasons, some individuals (127 for 
sprint speed; 24 for endurance) were tested only once. Repeatabilities were 
therefore computed for the subsets of 386 and 251 individuals. The Pearson 
product-moment correlation between sprint speed in trial 1 and trial 2 was 
0.492 ( N  = 386, P < 0.001); for log-log endurance the value was 0.842 (N  
= 251, P < 0.001) (fig. 2). 

A paired t-test indicated that sprint speed was slightly but significantly 
lower in trial 2 (mean in trial 1 k SD = 0.349 + 0.0791 m/s, mean in 
trial 2 = 0.336 + 0.0832 m/s; N =  386, t = 2.21, P= 0.028). Endurance times 
in trial 2 were also significantly lower than in trial 1 (for raw values, mean 
time in trial 1 + SD = 6.7 + 6.85 min, mean time in trial 2 = 5.8 + 6.46 min; 
N = 251, t = 3.22, P = 0.001; for log-log values, mean in trial 1 = 0.217 
+ 0.0862, mean in trial 2 = 0.200 + 0.0897: t = 5.55, P < 0.001). About two- 
thirds of the individuals (166 of 251) exhibited longer endurance times in 
trial 1. It was interesting that the best-performing individual ran for 49.4 
min in trial 1 and 65.8 min in trial 2-a truly exceptional performer. 
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Sprint Speed on Trial 1 (m/s) log (log Endurance + I ) on Day 1 (minutes) 

Fig. 2. Repeatability of sprint speed (a) and endurance (b). Repeatabil- 
ity was measured as a Pearson product-moment correlation between the 
first trial and the second trial. The broken line has a slope of one, which 
would indicate perfect repeatability. 

Descriptive Statistics and Scaling 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of maximal speed, endurance, and 
tail length. Endurance was much more variable than the other characters, 
and this difference persisted after removing the effect of the covariates (table 
2, "SD of Residuals"). 

We calculated coefficients of static allometry for the three traits (speed, 
endurance, and tail length) as the slope of the regression of log-transformed 
traits on log body mass. These coefficients (k SE) are, for speed, mass0~51+0~092 
( r2  = 0.057, P< 0.001), for endurance, rnass1.59+0.409 (r2 = 0.052, P< 0.001), 
and for tail length, mass0.37+0023 ( r2  = 0.33, P < 0.001). 

TABLE 2 
Descriptive statistics for locomotor performance and tail length 

CV SD of 
Mean SD (%) Residualsa 

Maximal speed (m/s) . . . . . 364 .0794 21.8 23.0 
Endurance (min) . . . . . . . . 7.78 7.753 99.7 71.9 
Tail length (mm) . . . . . . . . 23.30 1.673 7.2 2.8 

a See text. 
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Variation among Families 

All three characters varied significantly among families. When we examined 
the raw values, family membership explained 15% of the total interindividual 
variation in sprint speed, 37.6% in endurance, and 43.4% in tail length (one- 
way ANOVA, all P < 0.001). 

Attempts to Reduce Maternal Efects and Computing Residuals 

We used two different stepwise multiple regression models to compute 
speed residuals. When the number of stimuli was excluded as a covariate, 
offspring mass and the squared dam rearing duration were significant pre- 
dictors of sprint speed (table 3). When the number of stimuli was added to 
the regression model, speed was significantly correlated with stimuli, 
squared number of stimuli, offspring body mass, sex, and squared dam rear- 

TABLE 3 
Stepwise multiple regression models used to compute residuals 
of locomotor performance and tail length 

Dependent Variable Independent Variable Partial r2 P 

Speeda . . . . . . . . . . Offspring mass 
Dam rearing duration2 

speed . . . . . . . . . . .  Stimuli 
stimuli2 
Offspring mass 
Sex 
Dam rearing duration2 

Endurance . . . . . . . Dam rearing duration 
Offspring mass 
Dam SVL 
Dam age 
Feeding treatment 

Tail length . . . . . . . Offspring mass 
Sex 
Dam rearing duration 
Dam mass at parturition 

" This model did not include stimuli as a covariate. 
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ing duration (table 3). Log-log endurance times were significantly predicted 
by the number of days dams spent in the lab, body mass, dam SVL, dam 
age, and one of the dummy variables describing dam feeding treatment 
(table 3). Finally, tail length was correlated with body mass, sex, number 
of days dams spent in the lab, and dam mass at parturition (table 3). 

Heritability 

When we examined the residual characters, variation among families was 
only marginally significant for speed and nonsignificant for stimuli-corrected 
speed, whereas it was highly significant for endurance and for tail length 
(one-way ANOVA: speed F,,, 306 = 1.308, P = 9.044; stimuli-corrected speed 
F,,, 306 = 1.172, P = 0.157; endurance F&, 211 = 2.385, P < 0.001; tail length 
F,,, 320 = 2.443, P < 0.001). The corresponding h2s are reported in table 4, 
which also reports the REML estimates. 

Levene's test for homogeneity of variance showed that for all characters 
variances were heterogeneous among families (all P <  0.001). This hetero- 
scedasticity could reflect the action of major genes in the determination of 
these traits (Mitchell-Olds and Rutledge 1986). In other words, if a major- 
gene effect exists we should expect higher variance in the families with 
intermediate mean ~ a l u e ~ t h a n  in the extreme families. To test for the ex- 
istence of major-gene effects, we plotted the deviation of an individual trait 
value from its family mean value versus the corresponding family mean; we 

TABLE 4 
Heritabilities calculated by least-squares methods (ANOVA) and 
by REML estimation 

h2 P 
Trait (No. of Families, 
No. of Individuals) ANOVA REML ANOVA REML 

Speed (100,406) . . . . . . . . . .  .I41 .116 .044 > . lo  
Stimuli-corrected speed 

(100,406) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .081 .046 .I57 >.50 
Endurance (59, 270) . . . . . . .  .465 .46 1 <.001 <.001 
Tail length (99, 419) . . . . . . .  .509 .5 15 <.001 <.001 

Note. Heritabilities are based on residuals from multiple regressions; see Material and 
Methods. 
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also performed a regression with a linear and a quadratic term. A significant 
quadratic term should indicate that families with intermediate values are 
more variable than are families with extreme values. The quadratic term 
was significant only for speed ( P  = 0.006); however, the variance explained 
by the quadratic term was only 1.9%. 

Phenotypic, Genetic, a n d  Environmental Correlations 

Of all the phenotypic, genetic, and environmental correlations, only two 
were statistically significant: the phenotypic and the environmental corre- 
lations between speed and stimuli-corrected speed (table 5). Speed and 
endurance were not significantly correlated either phenotypically or ge- 
netically (fig. 3). However, note that the REML estimate was high (r, 
= -0.872) (table 5). This high but nonsignificant correlation is very likely 
due to a large standard error of the estimate. 

Discussion 

Genetic Variability of Locomotor Performance 

Our results indicate that both treadmill endurance and relative tail length 
have relatively high h2s, whereas sprint speed showed a low and statistically 
insignificant h2, at least when a measure of inclination to run was statistically 
removed. In almost all previous studies of reptiles, locomotor performances 
have also been shown to be heritable (Van Berkum and Tsuji 1987; Garland 
1988; Brodie 1989, 1993; Tsuji et al. 1989; Jayne and Bennett 1990a; but 
see Bauwens et al. 1987). Tsuji et al. (1989) also reported tail length to be 
heritable in fence lizards. 

The general finding of relatively high h2s for aspects of locomotor per- 
formances in natural populations is somewhat surprising. Traits that are 
relatively closely related to Darwinian fitness are expected generally to have 
low additive genetic variation, as natural selection tends to reduce it through 
fixation of favorable alleles and elimination of unfavorable ones (Fisher 
1930). The finding that life-history traits typically exhibit lower h2s than do 
behavioral, physiological, or morphological traits agrees with this theory 
(Gustaffson 1986; Mousseau and Roff 1987; Roff and Mousseau 1987). 
Therefore, traits that have been exposed to strong selection pressures (as 
locomotor speed and endurance are generally thought to be) might, also be 
expected to show relatively low h2s (Garland 1994 b). Another argument 
leading to an expectation of low h2 for locomotor performances is that they 
are composite whole-organism traits, resulting from the interaction of many 
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TABLE 5 
Phenotypic, genetic, and environmental correlations for residual speed, 
residual stimuli-corrected speed, residual endurance, 
and residual tail length 

Trait 

Stimuli- 

Corrected Tail 

Trait and Correlation Speed Endurance Length 

Speed: 

Phenotypic . . . . . . .  

Genetic . . . . . . . . . .  

Environmental . . . . .  

Stimuli-corrected 

speed: 

Phenotypic . . . . . . .  

Genetic . . . . . . . . . .  

Environmental . . . . .  

Endurance: 

Phenotypic . . . . . . .  

Genetic . . . . . . . . . .  

Environmental . . . . .  

Note. Phenotypic correlations are Pearson product-moment correlations. Genetic 
correlations are REML estimates, followed by correlations among weight litter means 
(Arnold 1981). Environmental correlations are REML estimates, followed by least-squares 
estimates (Falconer 1989). Significance tests for genetic and environmental correlations 
were attempted only for the REML estimates, by comparing the likelihood of the full model 
with the likelihood of a model with the corresponding parameter constrained to be  zero 
(Shaw 1987). Sample sizes are given in parentheses, as number of individuals or number of 
families. 
* * *  P <  0.001. 

lower-level traits (e.g., enzyme activities), and therefore subject to multiple 
sources of environmental variance (see Price and Schluter 1991). 

Any or all of the foregoing considerations could account for the low h2 
observed for sprint speed. One direct consequence of this low genetic vari- 
ation is that selection pressures acting on sprint speed should modify it 

only slowly, because the response to selection is the product of the selection 
differential times h2 (see Introduction). Most of the among-individual phe- 
notypic variance observed for sprint speed (CV = 21%) is, therefore, caused 
by environmental or nonadditive genetic factors. This interpretation is con- 
sistent with previous studies of this population of Lacerta vivipara, which 
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Residual Speed 
Fig. 3. Phenotypic correlation between residual stimuli-corrected speed 

and residual endurance ( N  = 208, r = 0.081, P > 0.20). Solid circles, 

family means ( N  = 56, r = -0.208, P > 0.10). 

showed that sprint speed responded significantly to the environment ex- 
perienced by the mothers while they were held in the laboratory during 
their gestation (Sorci, Massot, and Clobert 1994; G. Sorci and J. Clobert, 
unpublished manuscript). Thus, sprint speed is a phenotypically plastic trait. 
It is interesting that sprint speed has also been reported not to be heritable 
in another population of L. vivipara from northern Belgium (Bauwens et 
al. 1987). 

Endurance showed a relatively high h2. Does this mean that past selection 
acting on this trait was not as strong as expected? This explanation is possible, 
but so are others. Although selection tends to reduce additive genetic vari- 
ance, mutation tends to restore it. As noted before, locomotor performances 
are composite traits that potentially can accumulate mutations occurring in 
all loci that affect a large number of lower-level morphological and bio- 
chemical traits (as well as behavior, if inclination to run accounts for some 
of the variation, as in the case of speed in the present study and Tsuji et al. 
[1989]). Therefore, if selection pressures are relatively weak and the overall 
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mutation rate is high, we should expect the mutation-selection balance to 
be reached at relatively high values of h2 (Lande 1975; Lynch 1985). Another 
possibility is that endurance is negatively genetically correlated with one 
or more life-history traits, such as growth rate. In this case, if both traits are 
under strong directional selection, then at equilibrium they may be main- 
tained in a polymorphic compromise, because selection favoring the increase 
of one trait will cause a decrease in the correlated character (see, e.g., Stearns 
1992). However, the only data available on this topic seem to show positive 
or no correlation between locomotor performances and survivorship in the 
field, which is one component of fitness (Jayne and Bennett 1990b; Brodie 
1992). 

Finally, we note that as our study was based on full-sib data, we were 
unable to estimate either a true narrow-sense or a "broad-sense" heritability 
(see Brodie and Garland 1993; Garland 1994b). As noted before, narrow- 
sense heritability is the ratio of the additive genetic variance to the phe- 
notypic variance. Full-sib analysis allows the estimate of the among-family 
component of variance, and twice this value (because of the paternal con- 
tribution to the offspring gene pool) estimates not only the additive genetic 
variance but also half of the dominance variance plus half of the epistatic 
variance plus twice the common family environmental effects (Falconer 
1989). Measuring the characters soon after birth (2-4 d of age) and statis- 
tically factoring out some indicators of maternal condition and environment 
should have reduced the contribution of common family effects to our es- 
timates of quantitative genetic parameters. Indeed, the among-family com- 
ponents of variance were lower for the residual values than they were for 
the raw values, and this was true for all the traits (see also Garland 1988; 
Tsuji et al. 1989). However, we have no information on the possible mag- 
nitude of dominance or epistatic genetic effects. 

Trade-of between Speed and Endurance 

The phenotypic correlation between residual stimuli-corrected speed and 
endurance was 0.014; thus, individual lizards showed no tendency either 
to be fast or to have high endurance. The genetic correlation between re- 
sidual stimuli-corrected speed and endurance was negative. The REML es- 
timate (r, = -0.872) was high and quite different from the least-squares 
estimate (r, = -0.208). Neither of these correlations was statistically sig- 
nificant. Thus, speed and endurance do  not tend to run together in families. 
However, note that statistical significance of genetic correlations is difficult 
to demonstrate (low statistical power), and could require very large sam- 
ple sizes. 
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Irrespective of the issue of possibly low statistical power, our results are 
consistent with all those previously reported, as they also failed to find a 
trade-off between locomotor performances. Specifically, Garland (1988) 
found a significant positive genetic correlation between speed and endur- 
ance in a population of Tbamnopbissirtalis (r, = 0.588); Tsuji et al. (1989) 
found no genetic correlation between the two traits in a Sceloporus occi- 
dentalis population (r, = -0.039); Rrodie (1993) reported positive genetic 
correlations between speed and distance crawling capacity (treadmill en-  
durance was not measured) in two populations of Tbamnopbis ordinoides; 
and Jayne and Bennett (1990a) reported a positive phenotypic correlation 
between speed and endurance in the same population of ?: sirtalis studied 
by Garland (1988, 1994b). 

We found no significant phenotypic, genetic, or environmental correla- 
tions between locomotor performance and tail length. These results are 
generally consistent with those of Tsuji et al. (1989), although that study 
did find a significant positive phenotypic correlation ( r  = 0.218) between 
endurance and tail length in a population of S. occidentalis. 

Why have all existing quantitative genetic studies of reptiles failed to find 
evidence for a trade-off between speed and endurance? Several explanations 
are possible. First, dams coming from "good" environments (e.g., experi- 
encing good nutritional conditions), could have produced offspring with 
both high speed and high endurance, leading to an overriding positive cor- 
relation between the two characters. The possible mechanistic bases for 
such a hypothetical connection are unknown, but cannot be related to body 
size alone, because residuals from regressions on body size have been an- 
alyzed in all studies to date. In any case, similar arguments have been sug- 
gested to explain positive correlations between life-history traits, such as 
current versus future fecundity (Reznick 1985; Rose 1991; Stearns 1992). 
However, by attempting to statistically remove the effects of maternal con- 
dition and one aspect of the environment (feeding treatment), we should 
have restricted the possibility that environmental effects could bias the 
quantitative genetic analyses. A second possible explanation is that muscle 
mass, which has not been measured in any study, might positively affect 
both speed and endurance, thus masking any effect of relative proportions 
of fiber types. 

Garland (1988) presented another argument suggesting that a trade-off 
between speed and endurance should exist: the case of human athletes. 
World-class sprinters and marathoners have both different fiber types and 
locomotor performance abilities. These world-class athletes, however, may 
not be a representative subsample of the human population. Thus, Garland 
(1994b) suggested that if for the whole human population speed and en- 
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durance are positively correlated, and we consider only the individuals with 
the highest values for one character or the other ( e . g ,  Olympic sprinters 
and marathoners), then we can, indeed, find that the two traits are negatively 
correlated in the highly selected subset of individuals. 

Is Lack of Trade-off a General Feature of Squamates? 

Before answering the question of generality, we must consider how natural 
selection can promote the appearance of negative genetic correlations. An- 
tagonistic pleiotropy is generally assumed to be the most common mech- 
anism leading to negative genetic correlations. Antagonistic pleiotropy refers 
to genes that have positive effects on one component of fitness but negative 
effects on another (Williams 1957; Rose 1991). If we imagine a distribution 
of allelic effects on two major components of fitness, then we should expect 
that all the alleles having positive effects on both components of fitness will 
tend to be fixed by natural selection. In contrast, those alleles with dele- 
terious effects on both should be counterselected and disappear from the 
population, except for recurrent mutation. This process should, therefore, 
maintain genetic variation for alleles with an antagonistic effect on the two 
components of fitness (Rose 1991; Roff 1992). The net result is a negative 
genetic correlation between the two traits. 

One implicit assumption in the antagonistic pleiotropy model is that the 
trade-off involves traits under strong directional selection. Therefore, we 
should expect that when strong directional selection has generally favored 
the highest values of both speed and endurance, these characters will come 
to be negatively correlated. 

With respect to the foregoing arguments, we note that L. zlizlipara, S. 
occidentalis, and T. sirtalis-the three species showing no trade-off between 
speed and endurance (Garland 1988; Tsuji et al. 1989; this study)-all have 
relatively low endurance, as compared with many other species of squarnates 
(Garland [1994a]; references on snakes in Garland and Losos 119943) As 
well, none of these species is an unusually fast sprinter (Garland and Losos 
1994; T. Garland, unpublished data). Therefore, we need to investigate the 
relationship between speed and endurance in species that have been pushed 
by natural selection to some extreme of locomotor abilities, for they should 
be more likely to show a trade-off. Good candidates would be some species 
of the lizard genus Cnemidophorus, which have both high speed and high 
endurance (Garland 1994 a ) .  

Finally, it could be possible that trade-offs are more evident at the inter- 
specific level, which could be studied by comparing closely related taxa. 
Indeed, Huey et al. (1984) found that, within lacertid lizards, species with 
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high endurance have low sprint speed, whereas those with high sprint speed 
have limited endurance. To fully explore this issue, however, we need more 
comparisons at the within-family level of other squamate groups. 
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